
12 Dirty Company Tricks
You Should Know

the dirty 
dozen

the dirty 
dozen



When employees choose to join 

a union, companies use tricks to 

discourage workers from joining 

together for a voice at work. These 

tricks interfere with the workers’ 

efforts and allow the company 

to maintain ultimate control 

over wages, benefits, & working 

conditions. 



It is important to know how 
to recognize anti-union tricks. 

Otherwise, you and your coworkers 
may be misled by the company’s lies 

and false promises. 

This booklet can help you anticipate how the company will respond to your demand for democracy in the 
workplace... 

“YOU CAN‛T VOTE TO UNIONIZE - YOU‛RE
ASSOCIATES NOT EMPLOYEES!”



  dirty
  trick #1...

Management may ask for another chance 
to solve your problems before you vote 
for union representation.
You may hear how they were unaware you 
and your fellow workers were unsatis-
fied.  They may terminate a supervisor or 
manager to show their concern, or 
they may merely begin to treat you 
better and show more interest 
in you and your coworkers.  
They may even treat 
you to a pizza party 
or company 
sponsored 
event.

MANAGEMENT ASKS FOR 
ANOTHER CHANCE



The IBEW
truth...
The IBEW
truth...

Don’t be fooled. These are empty promises, 
made by the company in a desperate attempt 
to get you to vote “no!” to unionization. 

Without a contract outlining the wages, 
benefits and working conditions promised, 
the company can make changes at will, 
either not implementing their promises or 
later taking away the promised items at 
their discretion.  If you are still not 
convinced, ask the company to put their 
promises in writing in the 
form of a contract.



dirty
trick #2

MANAGEMENT WARNS YOU AGAINST 
SIGNING A MEMBERSHIP CARD
The company will attempt to portray the 
membership card as a legal document that 
makes you a member of the union and requires 
you to immediately begin paying dues, without 

the right to vote on a contract.  Management 
may tell you that they will know who has 

signed a membership card.



IBEW truthTheThe IBEW truth
The membership card indicates your desire 
to be represented by the IBEW and is used 
as proof to the Ontario Labour Relations 
Board that the employees are interested in 
forming a union.  You will only pay dues 
once membership is obtained. For certifica-
tion to be achieved (aka to unionize), the 
Ontario Labour Relations Board requires 
proof that enough employees are inter-
ested in unionizing, with proof demon-
strated by signed membership cards. For an 
automatic certification, 55% of employees 
must sign a membership card. Your employer 
does not have the right to view, nor will 
s/he be shown the cards at any time. These 
membership cards are confidential, and only 
the Ontario Labour Relations Board officer 
will ever see them. 

“...and stop smirking when I spread nasty rumors 

about the union.  I have feelings too, you know.”



dirty
trick #3

dirty
trick #3

 
 

MANAGEMENT
THREATENS

TO CLOSE
THE COMPANY

Supervisors, managers and other company 

officials may tell you the company will 

close if the company becomes certified 

to the union. They may even tell you that 

the union is bad for business and your 

job is in jeopardy if you vote in favour 

of the union.

“THAT SOMETIMES HAPPENS WHEN THE BOSS 
TREATS HIS CUSTOMERS LIKE HIS EMPLOYEES.”



The IBEW truthThe IBEW truth

This is normally a bluff to scare 
you. It is doubtful that the company 

will close, because once a company 
becomes unionized,  it is against the 

law for the owner to open another 
non-unionized electrical company. Unionized 
companies are still profitable. The union 
wants these companies to be profitable 
and share these gains with the workers 
in the form of decent wages/benefits. 
If management tells you the company’s 
financial situation is poor, management 
should prove it by showing you the 
financial records.



dirty
trick #4

Management may tell you 
that union dues are expensive 

and that you’ll never get any benefit 
from paying them. Management may hint 

that the high union dues allow for 
union officials to be paid well or 
enjoy luxurious benefits.

MANAGEMENT CLAIMS UNION DUES ARE 
HIGH AND MAINLY BENEFIT UNION OFFICIALS



The IBEW truthThe IBEW truth
Currently union dues are $52.70/month, but 
their cost is EASILY offset by the value of the 
benefits secured by being a union member (e.g. 
retirement pension, health/dental benefits, and 
for many, an increase in hourly pay).  Statistics 
Canada reports that on average of all working 
Canadians, unionized workers make on average 
23% more than non-union workers, 23% is a lot 
to pay to not belong to a union. A portion of 
the union dues goes to administration costs in 
the IBEW Ottawa office, and another portion 
goes to the 
International 
Office from 
which you will 
also receive a 
pension and 
death benefit.

“You shouldn‛t have told the employees to 
‘work smarter‛.  They all went and joined a union.”



dirty trick 
#5

The company may tell you that they 
will never sign a contract even if you 
choose to be represented by the IBEW.  
Instead they may say something like 
“remember, we don’t have to agree to 
what you want in the contract”.  It is 
illegal for the company to explicitly 
say they will never sign a contract.

MANAGEMENT SAYS THEY WILL NEVER 

SIGN A CONTRACT

“Drop dead. Well that‛s a goodstart to our negotiations.”



The IBEW truthThe IBEW truthThe IBEW truth
The law requires that the 
company negotiate with the 
union in good faith. This means 
that the company and the union 
must make an honest effort to 
reach an agreement.  Don’t let 
the company’s loud voice scare 
you; the company is trying 
to deter you for its own 
self-interest. Once a company 
is certified, it is bound by law to 
follow the provincial agreement.



dirty trick #6

The company will try to portray the 

union as a third party coming to the 

workplace to take your money. They may 

tell you that you will not be able to speak 

with your supervisors or managers and 

that you will have no control over what 

is decided in your workplace.

MANAGEMENT PORTRAYS THE UNION 

AS A MIDDLEMAN/THIRD PARTY

“Management and labor working in tandem.”



The IBEW truthThe IBEW truth

• You may speak to your supervisor at any time

• You vote to elect who represents your   

 interests and negotiates your agreement

• You will finally be treated with the dignity 

 and respect you deserve in the workplace 

 all with the support of 700,000 plus IBEW  

 members across North America!

The union is a democracy made up 

of members including yourself.  

As a union member: 



dirty
trick #7
dirty
trick #7
MANAGEMENT TALKS 
ABOUT NEGOTIATION 
FROM A “BLANK SLATE”
The company may tell you 
that you will lose your 
current wages and 
benefits when you 
negotiate your union 
contract.   It is untrue 
for the employer to tell 
you that you will start 
with a blank slate.

“We know that communication is a 
problem, but the company is not going 

to discuss it with the employees.”



The
IBEW

truth

The
IBEW

truth

You will benefit 
from a contract 
this Brotherhood 
has been refining 
and improving for 
over one hundred 
years. This will 
mean an increase 
in hourly wage 
and benefits.



dirty
trick #8

•  PROMOTIONS!  •  WAGE INCREASES!
•  OPEN DOOR POLICY!  •  SICK LEAVE!
•  VACATIONS!  •  PIZZA PARTIES!

When management learns that 
workers are joining together, they 
often make promises to some or all 
of the workers in an effort to divide 
support. They may even claim they 
were “just about” to hand out raises.

MANAGEMENT PROMISES:



The IBEW truthThe IBEW truth

Without a contract, the promises 

made today can be broken 

tomorrow. The company can change 

or take away any of your working 

conditions, at any time, even if they 

have promised not to. The only way 

to guarantee your wages, benefits 

and working conditions is through 

a contract.



dirty

trick # 9dirty

trick # 9



A representative for the company 
will tell you that the union will 
promise to get you whatever you 
want but be unable to deliver.  
They will claim that the union 
cannot guarantee you any better 
benefits, wages or working 
conditions. The company will tell 
you that the “promised” pension 
and benefits come out of the 
hourly union wage.  

MANAGEMENT LIES TO
YOU ABOUT THE UNION



dirty trick
#10

MANAGEMENT TALKS 
ABOUT A STRIKE

A representative for the company may 
tell you that the IBEW will force you 
to strike even if you don’t want to. 
They may tell you that while you are 
out during a strike, you will be 
permanently replaced. 

They may ask you how you will 
support yourself and your family if 
you are forced to join a strike.

“We‛re not asking you to sell your soul...
we‛d just like to rent it for a while.”



The IBEW
truth

The decision to strike is 
made democratically by 

you and your coworkers. 
If the majority of 

workers don’t want to 
strike, there will not be 

a strike. In fact, 99% of 
IBEW contracts are resolved without a 

strike.  The IBEW  has not been on 
strike in over 25 years due to our 

joint proposal process.



dirty trick
#11

dirty trick
#11

dirty trick
#11

MANAGEMENT WARNS AGAINST DUES, 
FINES, FEES, AND ASSESSMENTS

The company may tell you that the IBEW 
wants your money. They may lie about the 
amount of dues you will pay as a member 
of the IBEW. They may also claim that there 
are huge initiation fees, fines for not 
attending union meetings and assessments 
that are all reflected in the IBEW 
constitution.

“Our big boss is one of the most 

underpaid CEOs. He only makes

150 times what we‛re paid!” 



The IBEW
truth

The IBEW
truth

The IBEW
truth

Yes, you will pay dues, and they 
are clearly defined in the 
Collective Agreement (contract) 
and the IBEW Constitution . If 
you are joining the IBEW, they 
can tell you exactly what your 
initiation fee (if any) and dues will 
be. Nobody is fined for not 
attending meetings.



dirty trick
#
dirty trick
#
During the election process, a 
so-called “union-free committee” 
may mysteriously appear or may even 
be openly recruited by the company. 

This committee will do the 
company’s dirty work. They may 

distribute leaflets with lies about 
the IBEW, start rumours, or 

intimidate 
workers who 
support
the IBEW

THE COMPANY FORMS
A UNION-FREE COMMITTEE1212

“Our anti-union message must be getting through. Nobody booed”



The IBEW truth
The IBEW truth

KNOW your rights.
Secure your future.

The objective of the “Union-Free Committee” 
is to divide the employees so that the company 
can maintain complete power over your wages, 
benefits and working conditions. 

Don’t allow the company to determine your 
future. Stand strong with your fellow 
workers. Make sure you know the truth about 
the IBEW – don’t hesitate to direct any 
inquiries to one of our union representatives: 

780-462-5076



know your rights.
secure your future.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL OR EMAIL

Jon Hamilton       
JHAMILTON@IBEW424.NET 
780-690-9637

Jorden Bergeron
JBERGERON@IBEW424.NET 
587-785-0223





www.Ibew424.Net




